Dave’s Waltz

Description: 2 wall line dance
Music: Their Hearts Are Dancing by The Forester Sisters

4 BALANCE STEPS FORWARD
1-3 Step forward with RF and touch LF out to side
4-6 Step forward with LF and touch RF out to side
1-3 Step forward with RF and touch LF out to side
4-6 Step forward with LF and touch RF out to side

4 BALANCE STEPS BACK
1-3 Step back with RF and touch LF out to side
4-6 Step back with LF and touch RF out to side
1-3 Step back with RF and touch LF out to side
4-6 Step back with LF and touch RF out to side

4 SPIRALS (SIMILAR TO ZIG-ZAGS OR TWINKLES)
1 Take large step toward left side with RF
2 Continue with small step with LF and make ½ turn right
3 Step in place with RF
4 Take large step toward right side with LF
5 Continue with small step with RF and make ½ turn left
6 Step in place with LF

REPEAT
1-6 Repeat previous 6 steps

RIGHT ½ TURN – LEFT ½ TURN – LEFT ½ TURN – BALANCE
1 Take large step forward with RF
2 Continue with small step with LF and make ½ turn right
3 Step in place with RF
4 Take large step forward with LF
5 Continue with small step with RF and make ½ turn left
6 Bring LF to RF (FACE FRONT) or (advanced ½ turn: cross LF over RF)
1 Take large step back with RF
2 Continue with small step back with LF and make ½ turn left
3 Bring RF to LF (FACE BACK)
4 Take large step forward with LF
5-6 Touch RF out to side

LEFT ½ TURN – LEFT ½ TURN
1 Take large step back with RF
2 Continue with small step with LF and make ½ turn left
3 Bring RF to LF (FACE FRONT)
4 Take large step forward with LF
5 Continue with small step with RF and make ½ turn left
6 Bring LF to RF (FACE BACK) or (advanced ½ turn: cross LF over RF)

BALANCE STEP BACK, 2, 3, FORWARD, 2, 3
1 Take large step back with RF
2-3 Touch LF out to side
4 Take large step forward with LF
5-6 Touch RF out to side